Kuehne’s South Kearny facility’s Safety Committee held the third annual safety event on Thursday, September 13th. The theme of this year was “there are no accidents” and the fact that accidents and injuries can be avoided by exercising care and attention to detail.

While the employees relaxed and enjoyed their lunch and ice cream there were videos sending out the message. After each video we discussed the topic and the fact that employees typically know when conditions are not right and they need to take the initiative to correct these unsafe conditions themselves or ask for help.

The event ended with a quiz and everyone answering all of the questions correctly was entered into a drawing for a prize. The winner of the prize, a Garmin Dashcam 45, was Maykel Alvarez!

The event was a success and all of the people involved enjoyed it in the spirit that it was intended; a comfortable and enjoyable way in which to educate yourself and perhaps make better informed decisions concerning your personal safety and the safety of your coworkers. This event will take place in our Delaware City facility on October 11 and 18.

We would like to thank the team from the safety committee who worked hard and helped plan, organize and carry out this event to make it a success. They are Jill Drazek, Violet Herring, Brenda Calderon and Azade Zare Tabibi.